A novel control system for polymerase chain reaction using a RIKEN GS384 thermalcycler.
We have developed a novel high-throughput thermalcycler, the RIKEN GS384, which has a maximum of 1536 wells and whose temperature can be controlled accurately and simultaneously for a very small volume of a reaction mixture. In practice, the reaction is carried out using four 384-well (3.5 mm in diameter) plate formats which can be automatically moved using a robotic arm. To achieve accurate temperature control with high thermo-conductivity, we adopted Teflon-coated aluminum well plates closely sandwiched between silicon sheet-covered lids on top and a graphite sheet below. The lids were kept at a higher temperature (2 to 5 degrees C) than the reaction wells. The temperature of the 1536 sample wells was controlled accurately without temperature variability among the wells or evaporation, even for samples of very small volume (minimum 2 microliters). We also developed a new type of plate format which is similar to the 384-well place in terms of plate size, shape, and material, but which differs in the number (1536) and size (1.6 mm in diameter) of the wells. Since the amplification reactions could be done precisely as well, a total of 6144 reactions can potentially be carried out simultaneously using the GS384 thermalcycler. This is very promising for DNA microfabrication technology. This thermalcycler offers the advantage of high-throughput DNA analysis which should be useful for DNA diagnoses or for the human genome project.